Transportation Law Suite
Now Available on Cheetah™

Evolved for natural speed and ease and powered by Wolters Kluwer's world-class content, Cheetah™ accelerates your legal research. **Cheetah Transportation Law Suite** enables you to confidently advise clients with:

- **Expert analysis and authoritative content:** Our Transportation Law Suite includes practical guidance on the complex and changing laws governing air, commercial railroad, and motor carrier transportation.

- **Practice tools:** Pinpoint search capabilities of these robust transportation law resources enable you to carry out thorough research with remarkable speed.

- **Current awareness:** Professional newsletters with a highly practical focus keep you current on all key events affecting transportation law.

**LISTING OF TITLES AVAILABLE**

- Aviation Case Archives (1822-1997)
- Aviation Law Report Newsletters
- Federal Carriers Reporter Newsletters
- Motor Carrier Liability

**Aviation Case Archive (1822-1997)**
This valuable resource includes the first 25 volumes of Aviation Cases, spanning the years 1822-1997.

**Aviation Law Report Newsletters**
The Report Letters provide highlights of new and amended regulations, statutes, cases, and agency decisions, as well as other important news about issues affecting civil aviation. Updated twice a month.

**Federal Carriers Reporter Newsletters**
The current awareness component of the Federal Carriers Reporter service. The Report Letters provide highlights of new and amended regulations, statutes, cases, and agency decisions, as well as other important news about issues affecting the rail and motor carrier industries. Includes archival issues back to December 2006. Updated twice a month.

**Motor Carrier Liability**
Provides expert analysis of perplexing motor carrier liability and insurance coverage issues. Discusses the impact of safety regulations on jury awards, detailed examination of the latest developments in logo liability, cargo claims, and the effects of the MCS–90 endorsement on motor carrier insurance. Includes citations to significant legal decisions from across the country and addresses problems that produce truck claims—such as hours of service violations, driver training and supervision, and drug and alcohol testing.